Hasan İşler

This week I have prepared a living Schedule report which contains the main items that we are going to do in two weeks time.

Yavuz Aşık

During this week as we have been assigned, I have done a research about the components. I have looked for a few text editors in the internet. Besides for our design report I have find some software in order to draw UML diagrams.

Uğur Can Tekin

As we will use Java Eclipse software intensively in our Project we would need some Eclipse plug-ins. I have find a very useful one which helped us while using a simple user interface.

Ahmet Emin Tosun

This week I have started to learn Java by reading some tutorials from the internet. And I have downloaded Netbeans ide 4.1 and install it to my computer. We have designed a simple user interface of our Project with Vedat.

Vedat Şengül

During this week i and Ahmet have designed interface of our Project. Besides, for the design report I have worked on our projects’ class diagrams.